
Chapter 1 – The Aftermath 
 
Over the years I have generally taken the bus to work, but on the morning of July 20, 2012, I decided to 
drive to work instead, partly because I might have some things I would need to bring home, and partly 
because I didn’t want to be on a bus on my last day of work. I knew I would not be in a good mood and 
figured it would be best to drive. 
 
I had spent the prior few days cleaning out my office, but it wasn’t until I was completely done and was 
ready to head out for the last time that it truly hit me. I turned off my computer for the last time, threw 
my business bag over my shoulder, pushed in my chair, and just stood there hunched over the chair, 
thinking, wondering, and eventually…crying. The tears came slowly at first, but then increased in 
intensity to the point where it was uncontrollable. It was probably the hardest I had ever cried in my 
whole life. I did not have the slightest clue where my career, or my life, would go from here. I wept for a 
good five or ten minutes, and then just stared at the pool of tears that had accumulated on the floor. 
Finally, I gathered myself, looked out my 13th floor window for the last time, sauntered slowly down the 
hall, stopped at the main doors, looked back down the hall at my office, took a picture for memory’s 
sake and left the building. It was truly the end. I would not be coming back to this office ever again. 
 
On my long walk back to my car, my whole body just dragged along. I wasn’t really watching where I was 
walking, just basically staring out into nothingness as my body carried my soul back to my car. I looked 
all around me at the busy downtown Minneapolis area, at all the people walking around and all the 
activity going on. I really enjoyed working downtown for these reasons; there was always something 
going on, tons of places to eat and you never knew who you would bump into or meet for the first time. 
I took it all in, knowing I would no longer be a part of the downtown scene. I was mad, sad, scared and 
exhausted from all the office cleaning as well as all the events that had taken place over the previous 
few years. I just wanted to go home and get away from everyone and everything for a while. I drove my 
car back home the way I walked to the car from my office, very slowly and not really even looking at the 
road as my car transported my soul back to my home. 
 
It was a very hot, sunny day so the first thing on my mind was to get out of my work clothes and into a 
comfortable pair of shorts. The second thing on my mind was, not surprisingly, making a very strong 
beverage! So I slipped on a pair of shorts, made that drink, headed out onto my deck, sat down, leaned 
back in my chair, sipped my drink, stared up at the bright blue sky….and wondered. What now? What 
next? Where to? As I did while downtown for the last time, I looked all around me at the activities going 
on in my yard. Birds singing songs and flying around, squirrels scavenging for dinner, chipmunks being 
skittish at everything that moved, ducks flying overhead, bunnies bouncing all over the neighborhood, 
butterflies fluttering in random paths across the sky and trees swaying softly in the wind. And then, out 
of the corner of my eye, there she was; the white squirrel. I must say that in the first fifteen minutes or 
so of sitting on the deck I had noticed and taken in more of God’s beauty than I had in all the fourteen 
years I had been living in this house. My mind had made a complete and abrupt switch from losing my 
job to gaining an appreciation of all the nature around me. Unbeknownst to me, my metamorphosis had 
begun. 
 
I am sure you have already noticed that sitting and staring and thinking are quickly becoming themes 
here. No matter if you know it is coming or if it happens without warning, losing your job can really turn 



your brain into spaghetti. Things don’t function the way they normally would. Thoughts enter your mind 
that normally would not. You are, quite simply, empty and lost, so you stare a lot, sometimes at things, 
sometimes at nothing, as your spaghetti brain searches for answers. Losing a job is one of the most 
difficult things a person can go through in life, but the body, mind and soul are simply not prepared to 
deal with the situation at first. They need time to adjust to the new reality, the reality that not only do 
you no longer have an income, but you also no longer have a purpose. While losing your income is 
tough, losing your purpose in life can often times be even more painful. It reminds me of the scene in 
the movie “Fun with Dick and Jane” when Dick loses his job. He is so bored that he engages in very 
strange and basic activities like switching the light on and off, sliding down the banister, opening and 
closing the fridge door and such. He has no purpose, so his mind searches for something to pass the 
time. My mind, though, reacted a little differently. Rather than searching for things to do, it was 
searching for answers. 
 
When my eyes fell upon that white squirrel, my mind moved from worry and confusion to complete and 
utter awe. A white squirrel. Have you ever seen one? Like I previously mentioned, I have never really 
seen squirrels as beautiful creatures, but the rarity of a white squirrel seemed to just really connect with 
the rarity of losing my job. But while the rarity of losing my job brought pain, the rarity of the white 
squirrel brought joy. But why? Why, you ask, did I get so much joy out of seeing a rodent? Partly 
because this animal was simple, counter-balancing the sheer complexity of everything I had been 
dealing with for the past few years. I thought to myself, what does Whitey need besides food, a place to 
sleep and maybe a mate? Whitey doesn’t need a job or an education. Whitey doesn’t need to deal with 
office politics or climb the corporate ladder. Whitey doesn’t need to worry about house payments and 
school loan payments. Whitey doesn’t need a nice car or a big screen television. Whitey doesn’t need to 
worry about retirement or estate planning. And on and on it went. Such a simple life, I thought, and that 
thought raced through my entire being. Soon, a calmness came over me. Why am I so worried? I wasn’t 
rich by any means, but I had all that I really needed and more; a decent amount of savings, a small one-
bedroom house, a decent car, a closet full of clothes, a fridge full of food, and family, friends and faith. 
Although I had no idea where life would take me next, at the moment, I was in good shape. Although I 
did not have a mate, Whitey and I both had a place to sleep and plenty of food. We had what we 
needed. 
 
In addition to the simplicity, Whitey also brought me joy because, well, she is not human. We’ve all been 
through those times when you deal with difficult people and you just want to get away from people for 
a while and either be by yourself or with your pet. I don’t own any pets, but Whitey sort of filled that 
role. I could watch her eat, run around, chase after neighbors offering her food and just simply take in 
the beauty of one of God’s creatures. She had no agenda other than finding food to survive. She wasn’t 
after my job or trying to stab me in the back. She wasn’t critical or overbearing. She was just a squirrel, 
plain and simple. It reminds me of a scene in a movie I recently saw where this burly, gruff motorcycle 
gangster is sitting next to a woman on a bench at the police station after a crazy night. He told her that 
one of the most joyous things he had ever seen was watching an eagle take care of its young. He said it 
was just peaceful. That eagle was doing exactly what is was created to do…be an eagle. Nothing more 
than that. We all have things in life that bring us joy, but I think that is one of the main reasons God 
created flora and fauna…to bring us joy. While I suddenly found myself without a purpose, that white 
squirrel was fulfilling hers. 
 
A couple more days of thinking and pondering and drinking went by, and then came Monday morning, 
my first real day of unemployment. Depending on their financial situation, most people would usually 
take a few days or a few weeks off after losing their job to just relax, catch up on relationships and 



household projects, engage in a few hobbies and whatnot, and then start looking for a new job. But I 
must be honest. When I was sobbing in my office before I left for the last time, I knew deep down that 
turning around this ship was going to be a very long process. I wasn’t just going to take a few weeks off. I 
knew it was going to be more like a life break. I had one of those after I quit my job in 2000. It lasted 
eleven months. It was much more difficult though because back then I was trying to forge a music career 
and I had a pretty bare bank account, relying on monthly checks from my parents just to get by. I 
eventually took a job at a liquor store just to make a little money. After working there for a few months I 
finally found a job in investment operations at Wells Fargo, which I held for eighteen months before 
finding the economist job, which I eventually held for ten years. But this time, not only did I not know 
what was coming next, I also did not know what I wanted to come next. Should I try to resume my 
economics career? Should I get back into music? Try something completely new? The answer turned out 
to be neither. The answer turned out to be nothing. I simply wanted to just live for a while and not 
worry at all about my career. I had enough money in the bank to get me through while I figured out my 
next phase in life. It was time to just be. I even penned a poem about it. 
 
Two weeks after my last day of work, as I was enjoying a nice lunch at Red Lobster with my wonderful 
sister, my phone rang. It was my father. He did not call with good news. He told me that he had just 
heard that Big Walter Smith, the Minnesota blues legend I had the ultimate joy and pleasure of playing 
with in the late 1990’s, had died. At first, I didn’t really react with any emotion because there had been 
rumors about his death before which turned out to be false. So, not having yet crossed the line into the 
age of the iPhone (I still had a flip phone with no access to the internet), I asked my sister to Google Big 
Walter’s death to see if it was in fact true. She looked it up and gave me her phone. It was true. My 
heart sank like a rock. Big Walter Smith was indeed dead. The rest of the lunch was a bit more somber, 
obviously, but I held my composure.  
 
After lunch I went home to find out more about what happened. Walter had died of pancreatic cancer 
and a stroke. He was 82 years old. At the time of his death he was no longer “Big” Walter Smith, as he 
had lost a lot of weight leading up to his death. But to me, he was still “Big” Walter Smith because he 
was a man with a big heart and was such a huge influence in my music career and the careers of 
countless other musicians. He was a big presence in the Minneapolis music community. Being a member 
of his band was one of the most exciting and rewarding experiences of my life. I was still reeling from 
losing my job, but this was a different kind of pain. My heart was aching, my soul was aching, and my 
mind started wandering again. Only this time the thoughts entering my head were not about my career, 
but about life itself, and the ultimate end to it that everyone will at some point have to face. 
 
A few days later I attended the celebration of life service for Walter. However, I thought it was a funeral 
and didn’t really know what a celebration of life service was since I had never been to one. The first 
thing I did when I entered the chapel was look for the casket, but it was nowhere to be found. It didn’t 
take long for me to realize that he had been cremated, and there would be no opportunity to say my 
final goodbye, no chance for closure. As I sat next to a stranger and wept in a state of disbelief, the 
ceremony began. It was a raucous affair, with a few people getting up and saying things about Walter, 
his life, his legacy and his family. It was a mixture of sadness and joy at the same time, as we all were 
treated to an around-the-world tour of Walter’s incredible life. Many musicians who played with Walter 
over the years were in attendance, and it was good to see some of my former band mates again. After 
the ceremony, a bunch of musicians formed a line and played “When the Saints Go Marching In” while 
marching around the building several times. I had never seen a ceremony quite like this, and I had never 
met a man quite like Walter. He will be dearly missed, and there will forever be a gaping hole in the 
Minnesota blues scene that can never be filled. 



 
Following Walter’s death, I continued with my biking, swimming, reading, thinking and so on for a 
couple more weeks, and then it was time for the 2012 London Summer Olympics. I love the Olympics 
because, in my opinion, sports really brings out the best in humanity; competition to be the best, the 
struggle just to get there and the common bonds it fosters between athletes and nations in an 
increasingly violent and uncertain world. After watching Usain Bolt from Jamaica storm onto the scene 
in Bejing in 2008, I was looking forward to watching him run again. I was a sprinter in high school and, as 
hard as it is for me to believe, also ran the hurdles. I am just under six feet tall, yet I was somehow able 
to get over those hurdles, which loomed large like towering skyscrapers in the near distance from the 
vantage point of the starting line. So I was all geared up to watch the fastest man in the world, and the 
hurdlers, and all the other athletes in so many exciting events. The Olympics are like a microcosm of life, 
with goals being set and achieved by some but not by others, the hard work and preparation it takes to 
succeed and the persistence it takes to reach the pinnacle of your craft, victory and defeat. It is all on 
display at the Olympics. Just as I lost my job, there were going to be many athletes who lost out on their 
quest to win a medal or be the best at these Olympic Games. It was yet another way for me to get my 
mind off of losing my job and realize that we all go through tough times in life. What matters more is 
how you deal with the setback and how you get back up after a terrible fall or what improvements you 
make to give yourself a better chance of reaching your goals. 
 
So the next two weeks I spent watching the Olympics, in addition to more bike riding, swimming, 
reading, thinking and watching various creatures running around my yard. Usain Bolt ended up winning 
both the 100 meter and 200 meter dash, and it wasn’t even close. He came to the Olympics with goals 
to achieve, and he achieved them. It was so thrilling to watch this man as he flew down the track like a 
deer with his long legs and elegant stride. It seemed so effortless but, of course, it was anything but. Had 
he not worked so hard and been so laser focused on achieving his goals, he would not have done so. 
This is also certainly true of careers and life in general. Even so, all the hard work, effort and persistence 
you give to your career can end up in defeat, but that doesn’t mean we should stop trying. Nobody 
knows what will happen in the future, so we have to take the body blows that life delivers and get back 
up and fight again. However, even after watching the Olympics and being infused with the spirit of the 
Games, I was not ready to fight again…yet. I was not ready for anything. I was only ready for some more 
summer time activities and, of course, more thinking…about everything. 
 
After finishing up a book titled “Three Billion New Capitalists", which is about how more and more 
people around the world are moving into the middle class and all the incredible things going on in global 
manufacturing, my mother gave me a book to read titled “Left Behind” by Immaculee Ilibagiza. It was a 
truly gut-wrenching account of how she survived the Rwandan holocaust of 1994. It is one of those 
books that makes you look around and say, no matter how bad things get for me, it can never be as bad 
as it was for her, her family and the Rwandan people during that awful tragedy. I lost my job, but I didn’t 
lose my family. I lost my income, but I didn’t lose my head. I lost my purpose, but I didn’t lose my life. 
And while I had to deal with difficult situations at work, I never had to come face to face with a 
machete-wielding madman who wanted to end my life on the spot for no other reason than because I 
was a member of the wrong race, tribe or clan. While reading this book, I thought to myself over and 
over again, I just lost my job…big deal. My own personal tragedy was a tiny pinprick compared to the 
mass murder of hundreds of thousands of innocent men, women and children half a world away. How 
could people be so cruel, I wondered? Yet Immaculee survived to tell her story, and it is one of the most 
inspirational books I have ever read. Thanks for the book Mom! That old cliché that what doesn’t kill you 
makes you stronger kept playing in my head, and I was not yet dead. I can get back up from this, I 
reckoned.  



 
A couple more months of late summer and early fall activities, and it was finally time for me to get back 
on the horse. It was time to start looking for a new job. But life was about to deliver yet another body 
blow. 
 
 
Lessons from Chapter 1 
 
If you normally take the bus to work and are about to lose your job, drive to work on your last day 
instead of taking the bus. 
 
If you ever lose your job, just have a cold beverage or do something you enjoy and relax. Let your mind 
wander if you must. This is the end of one phase, and the beginning of another. 
 
When you lose your job you also lose your purpose, so make sure you keep yourself busy with things 
you enjoy or activities that have a purpose. 
 
Look around you. What do you have? Be grateful for what you have and don’t ever worry about what 
you don’t have that you don’t really need. 
 
There is beauty everywhere, if you just take the time to look around you and notice…even in the 
simplest of things…like a white squirrel! 
 
Sometimes it’s ok to just be. 
 
Losing your job isn’t nearly as bad as losing a friend. 
 
Everyone goes through tough times in life. What matters is how you handle the situation and how you 
bounce back. That is the true test of your character. 
 
Those who succeed and reach their goals put in an immense amount of work and effort behind the 
scenes. Talent may be given to some, but success is given to none. It is earned. 
 
No matter what difficulties you are going through, there is likely somebody going through something 
even worse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


